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1 man, 1 woman
Amina and Ryan are both officers on the Cleveland police force. Amina
is black, Ryan is white, and they are falling deeply and passionately in love.
When an officer-involved shooting roils the department, small cracks in
their relationship widen into a chasm of confusion and self-doubt. A
mystery and a love story with high stakes and no easy answers, SHEEPDOG fearlessly examines police violence, interracial love, and class in the
21st century.

“[SHEEPDOG] delves into fraught issues of race… [Artigue] looks through a
humanized lens at the impact of a police shooting from a largely unexplored
angle, the personal impacts on the shooter’s life. …while concentrating on the
personal, Artigue doesn’t lose sight of the larger issues behind his events.”
—OCRegister.com
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“…riveting and thought-provoking… a mesmerizing, sometimes edge-ofyour-seat drama that morphs seamlessly from a romance origin story, to a
morality play, then, finally, an intriguing detective mystery…”
—BroadwayWorld.com

BY

“…a thought-provoking two-character drama… SHEEPDOG is both
impressive and important as it thrusts the viewer into matters of his or
her own conscience.”
—Los Angeles Times
“A bang-up, must-see and intensely emotional [play]… 85 heart-stopping
minutes… all of the parties involved in police reform, from the mayor on
down, should sit down and watch together.”
—Chicago Tribune
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Dedicated to Naomi Wallace
For shining a light
And to Rebecca Naomi Jones
For sharing her heart

SHEEPDOG was originally produced by South Coast Repertory
(David Ivers, Artistic Director; Paula Tomei, Managing Director),
Costa Mesa, California, in April 2019. It was directed by Leah C.
Gardiner; the set design was by Myung Hee Cho; the costume design
was by Leah Piehl; the lighting design was by Cameron Jaye Mock;
the sound design and original music were by Martín Carrillo, with
additional original music by Howard Fredrics; and the stage manager
was Darlene Miyakawa. The cast was as follows:
AMINA ........................................................................... Erika LaVonn
RYAN ...................................................................................... Lea Coco
FEMALE VOICES ......................................................... Melody Butiu
MALE VOICES ........................................................... Ricardo Salinas
SHEEPDOG was presented as part of the New Works Festival at
Long Wharf Theatre (Joshua Borenstein, Managing Director) in
September 2018.
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CHARACTERS
AMINA, early 30s, African-American, ten-year vet of the Cleveland
Division of Police (CDP).
RYAN, early 30s, white, five-year vet of the CDP.

Voices
DISPATCHER
HUSBAND
YVONNE
SERGEANT
ZARAGOZA
ESTEBAN
TEENAGER
CHIEF

PLACE
A home in suburban Cleveland.

TIME
Summer 2017.

NOTES
The world outside of Amina and Ryan can be built and created
through sound (this includes offstage characters).
Bold text indicates Amina’s lines spoken directly to the audience.
Characters with dialogue in italics indicate voiceover, or otherwise
somehow “outside” the play.
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Amina speaks to the audience.
AMINA. If you had to say why
If someone grabbed you by the scruff and forced you
To look
To stare at his body until it starts making sense
You wouldn’t be able to do it
Say why
Not because you can’t
Because you won’t
Because the why of it overwhelms you
Puts you on your knees looking up for a God you stopped believing
in years ago
The day in high school you wrote on the back page of your Harry
Potter “I am an atheist”
Shit you could use that god now
You’re not a forensic psychologist
You’re a patrol cop
You don’t deal with whys you deal with objective reality
What you can see, hear, grab on to
The ugly that’s right in front of your face
And that’s what you’ve started calling it
You versus The Ugly.
You love the Ugly, you thrive in it
The Ugly is not your enemy
The Ugly is raw, unfiltered life
The Ugly is Fairfax, Central, Kinsman
It’s Cleveland, east side baby, your home
Which you haven’t been afraid of… until now
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Ryan appears. Amina takes her hand and adjusts his face in
the light, examining it.
Everything you depend on…
Your uniform, duty belt, even your shoes with their special orthos
for your fucked up feet
It all feels up for grabs
So you go full Nancy Drew and put it all on the line
Now here you are
You open the door, step into your living room
(Softly.) Ryan?
Breathe
Stick to the plan
RYAN. Hey hon. In here.
AMINA. He’s cooking? The fuck
RYAN. So far not good.
I burned the asparagus. Salmon is underdone. But I nailed the potatoes.
AMINA. Can I talk to you please?
RYAN. Um. Sure. Just give me one sec…
AMINA. He’s in a good mood
Seems better
You should do this tomorrow
RYAN. Trying not to burn the house down.
What’s up?
AMINA. Can you sit with me?
RYAN. Um, sure.
He sits.
What’s going on?
Hon?
AMINA. Pause. Rewind. Go back.

Shift.
DISPATCHER. Control to 5-4-9.
AMINA. 5-4-9 go ahead.
Back two and a half years
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DISPATCHER. 5-4-9. Could you respond to 1623 East 78th Avenue on
the report of a domestic dispute. I have the caller, Mrs. Beckworth on the
line, says her husband just tried to strangle her. Said he doesn’t have access
to any weapons, but he’s been drinking and is quite agitated.
AMINA. It’s 1:00 a.m. when you respond
5-4-9 copy.
1:08 when we pull up to the house
5-4-9 arriving.
You see the victim
Out on her front porch
Drunk
Tangled with a wind chime
You notice her neck
Red marks…from his fingers
Suddenly, to your left—
HUSBAND. You fucking bitch you hit me she fucking—
AMINA. The husband emerges like a bear
You keep eyes on the wife
Watch your partner’s six
HUSBAND. Okay man okay I’m not SHIT I was just SHIT—
RYAN. Keep your hands where I can see them!
AMINA. The suspect has on a jacket with big front pockets
RYAN. SIR!
AMINA. Suddenly BOOM the bear charges
And down they go
The man takes his fist and
SMASH
Into your partner’s nose
And now he’s running
And now you’re running after him
East on Central
Like you did as a little girl to buy chips from the corner store
This is your neighborhood
5-4-9, get me some more cars up here! ABPO! Suspect took off on
foot, East on Lex towards 79th!
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Suspect is a white male, bald, wearing a red jacket!
In pursuit!!
He climbs up a fence
Disappears into a backyard…
You reach the fence, think about waiting for backup
But instead…you summon your inner Jackie Joyner and with all
your strength swing one leg up, then the other
Pause to steady before letting gravity do the rest
As you drop…
Your feet expect to hit the ground but
The ground, it’s not there
It’s farther than you thought
Eventually you land and when you do you hear a POP
You find yourself on your back
Howling at the east Cleveland moon
Which really is like any piece of shit moon
Two days later, after an MRI, you give your partner a quick anatomy
lesson
In the knee, the ACL prevents the lower leg from rotating inward.
When an ACL tears—you listening?
RYAN. Look at your knee, it’s fucking huge.
AMINA. I know.
RYAN. Nasty.
AMINA. And until the swelling goes down, I can’t have surgery.
RYAN. How long will that take?
AMINA. Could take weeks. And recovery takes months. And it
might not ever…
I can’t lose my job.
RYAN. You won’t.
AMINA. If I’m not medically cleared I’m done.
RYAN. You will be.
AMINA. My mom, what’s going to happen to her?
RYAN. Your mom will be fine.
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AMINA. You know she hides bills from me?
Unpaid medical bills, a stack this high.
RYAN. Look at me: If you need to borrow money, I got your back.
AMINA. What? You don’t have to…
RYAN. I have savings. I’m good, if you need it.
A beat.
AMINA. I’m not asking you to do that.
RYAN. I know, I’m offering.
AMINA. Thank you.
A beat.
RYAN. Come on, let’s get ice cream.
AMINA. I don’t want any.
RYAN. Who doesn’t want ice cream.
AMINA. You learn a lot during recovery
About pain…
About Disability and how screwy the system is
And you learn about Ryan
RYAN. What happened to you sucks, but you’ll come back. Maybe
not a hundred, but you’ll be back.
AMINA. He spends more and more time at your place
Grocery runs, errands…
You see his provider instinct, his need to give, which you learn to
accept
Which is not easy for you
Some days, you feel like giving up it all hurts so much
And you do
Six weeks post-op, two weeks into PT, you say screw that elliptical
And you give up
She opens a bag of chips and gives up.
What are you doing?
RYAN. Your exercises. Come on.
AMINA. Why?
RYAN. Because you can’t skip.
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